
Dear Esteemed Clients,

We would like to introduce ourselves as Utrack Africa Customer Service and welcome the opportunity to communicate 

with you. We are excited about the opportunity we have to support you and to let you know that our major focus is to 

deliver the best-in-class customer service.

The Utrack Africa Customer Service Team is expanding to provide even more dedicated, problem-resolving resources. 

During this expansion, we continue to focus on providing the quality personal care and attention you have come to expect 

from us.

As part of improving our Customer Service and services to you, Utrack Africa has a division of CONTROL ROOM. The 

control room is now 24 hours and 7 days a week operating. Part of the services this division provides is to track and trace 

in-case an asset is stolen and coordinate with police and clients for smooth recovery of the asset(s), pass the alerts to 

clients, inform clients of location of assets when needed, send reports, immobilize and mobilize vehicles on request, give 

clients on line support and other general services. Please call or email us.

Email: controlroom@utrackafrica.com | controlroom1@utrackafrica.com
Call/Whatsaapp: +255 789 784 784

www.utrackafrica.com

With our 24/7 for 365 days a year, availability via telephone numbers below, assistance is always close at hand. We have 

included our contact information below. Feel free to call as we make this transition to let us know how we are doing.

Sincerely,

Customer Service Team

With quality as our focus, your issues are examined by trained professionals at multiple levels, ensuring that every issue 

is completely resolved. Issues and their resolutions are captured, reducing response time if the same issue recur in the 

future. In addition, this improved service and our escalation process ensure all issues have the proper visibility to Utrack 

Africa management to drive the best in customer satisfaction.
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